SW Boundary Public Hearing  
Notes Summarizing Input from September 18, 2003

**Straight Questions and Answers**

Who at APS can be contacted about attendance areas once they are adopted by the Board?

Community Relations (881-8421) can address-match new and returning students to a school attendance area. Notices will be sent to current APS students who will be affected by the boundary changes.

The APS Facilities Master Plan is a five year financial strategy for building and maintaining all APS facilities. The Board will consider adopting the 2005 – 2010 strategy in fall 2004. It is possible that land acquisition and design for another school will show up in the strategy to address growth in the 2005 – 2010 timeframe.

Transportation to schools is arranged through each school.

**Compiled Comments which the SW Boundary Committee Will Consider at it’s Next Meeting**

**Comments about grandfathering, transfers, and year-round**

Many students are already transferring in and out of Lavaland and Susie Rayos Marmon for philosophical reasons around year-round and traditional schedules.

The opportunity to transfer from a School in Need of Improvement will still be in effect. However, parents will not be able to request to which school the child will be transferred.

**Facility and Support Comments/Observations**

Communication/communication/communication is critical in making boundary decision-making information available to parents.

Carlos Rey map was not made readily available at school events.

Painted Sky parents have offered to help the new school and community adjust.

**Suggested Boundary Adjustments Follow**

Consider extending the boundary west all along Central for Painted Sky attendance. Yet, that extension would have an impact of at least 140 students.